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Abstract

This thesis investigates the ways that architecture can encourage a revolutionary
education system by imposing the idea of ‘learning through play’ and explores methods
of generating ‘playful’ architectural spaces for students through moving shadow and
light. Plato’s allegory of the cave that claims the importance of education and explains
the philosophy behind shadow, along with research on ‘Object Play’ (one of the playing
forms in the realm of children’s play) will be fully analysed and discussed. The relationship between object play, shadow and learning will be elaborated on through artists’
compositions, ancient and modern theories of play, and samples of play equipment to
develop substantial studies on ‘playfulness’.
Generating a ‘playful’ learning environment will be demonstrated by series of experishadow such as numbers and types of light sources, the motion of light, scale, overlap,
ences in order to examine the ideal output of shadow as a learning and play tool. My
design proposal: A Revolutionary Pre-School in Athens will be used as a supplementary
study for addressing practical issues in terms of context, environment, and safety.
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Introduction

Importance of Education:
‘The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future in life’. 1

argued that education is a reformation of living and thinking and used ‘light’ as a metaphorical idea
of knowledge and ‘shadow’ as the misperception of the physical world in the allegory of the cave to
encourage humans to turn their souls towards the ‘light.’
Whereas, the current education system not only in Greece but around the world has been evolved
learn through textbooks. The principle of education has been lost and the widened gap between
wealthy and poor has led to severe inequality in society. Action is needed to improve on the current
as a testing bed for challenging the conventional education system with the aim of designing a
‘playful’ learning environment for students.

Learning through Object Play:
As a thorough scheme in children’s play, object play refers to children’s manipulation in using
objects such as blocks, toys, puzzles, sand etc. in the process of playing. During early childhood
development, the child naturally starts to observe the world with their eyes because they are
begins to use tools and starts to create fairly
complicated constructions from blocks and other materials with growing ability in controlling
objects. Studies have proved that children involved in object play during early development grow incremental ability in divergent thinking, brain, and muscular strength. This thesis will use object play
as a contextualised background assisted with comprehensive theories, combine object play with
early childhood education, connect children’s activity with learning, and develop a design scheme in
relation to children’s constructibility and cognition accordingly.

1. Platon and Allan David Bloom, The Republic of Plato: Transl. with Notes and an Interpretative Essay by Allan Bloom (New
York: Basic Books, 1991),pp281
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Shadow as a Play and Learning Equipment:
Shadow has been a negative entity with little concerns about it since the attention has
can serve as a metaphor for human perception and can be integrated into architecture as a
representation of physical images. Artists such as Moholy-Nagy treated shadow as an image
and used photograms as a representation of shadows by using light-sensitive emulsions;
Similarly, Andy Warhol considers shadow as a ‘polymerisation of the image’ through overlap2

Shadow, therefore, is

learning and can potentially be transformed into a spatial context. ‘Moving’ and ‘Changing’
will be associated with shadow with the aim of serving as a play and learning tool.

research about Plato’s allegory of the cave, shadow and object play, explaining the importance of education and its relationship with play, and specifying the reason for choosing
object play and moving shadow as architectural tools for generating ‘playfulness’. The second
chapter focuses on a series of experiments about moving shadow along with artworks,
exploring methodologies to control the motion and quality of shadow in relation to human
activity, transforming shadow into a learning tool. The third chapter applies the comprehensive shadow philosophy from chapter 2 to the architectural realm, understanding shadow in
context and practical life.
The following questions will be addressed:
1. Can moving shadows serve as both a design and learning tool that evoke a ‘playful’ spatial
experience for children?

10

1.0 ‘Shadow’ and Object Play
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Fig2 Plato: Allegory of the cave

Allegory of the Cave and ‘Shadow’
‘ The relationship with the origins (the relationship with the shadow) characterizes the history of Western representation.’ 3

‘Shadow’ as a metaphorical idea to claim that the representation of things we visualise
through senses has philosophical reasoning. In this case, the term ‘shadow’ can be read
is an implication of the importance of education and knowledge, and perception of the
an activity or object in the physical world.
Plato imagines a group of archaic humans being trapped in the cave, all they can do is

4

4. Platon and Allan David Bloom, The Republic of Plato: Transl. with Notes and an Interpretative Essay by Allan Bloom (New
York: Basic Books, 1991),pp517-19
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‘Knowledge is like vision in that it requires an organ capable of receiving it.’5
Like the archaic humans imprisoned in the cave, if we turn away from this deceptive
world, using our judgemental thoughts to break the illusion of intellectual blindness,
we will be able to see the light. Therefore, education is a conversion, a possible and
reliable conversion that turns from perception to reality.
Plato uses the cave as a metaphorical representation of the physical world, in which
reality behind each story or image is not actually what we perceive and visualise, there
might be a lot more to investigate about it and must be explored proactively. Although
the process of walking out of the cave, alternatively speaking, the process of educating
yourself, is long and complicated, one should still initiate himself to knowledge instead
of passively receiving knowledge from others, especially students. The projected
substitution of an image.

2008),pp45
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Shadow as a Multifaceted ‘Image’

According to Plato,
statue) is the same in a copy state, the same in a state of
double. ‘ 6
Shadow and its pictorial modalities have been depicted
by many artists since the 15th Century, Cennini suggested combing natural light into the painting as a physical
source while unable to get rid of the shadow from your
hand. Followed by Masaccio, who embedded natural
light from an actual window into his painting Carmine
fresco (Fig3) and assigned shadow as having two repshadow caused by natural light and his hand had therefore
Readymade ,1918

enhanced the shadow in his painting and constructing the
illusion of relief.7
Marcel Duchamp, a French-American painter challenged
to paint with cast shadows (Fig 4).7 In this painting, shadow is recapitulated as the illusion and reproduction of the
‘object’, a counterpart that reveals the substance of the
pictorial representation.

14

So how to perceive shadow as a pictorial representation and
what characteristics does it have?
Christian Boltanski indicated that shadow is an inner deception that enormous impact can be easily generated by a
minimum amount of objects and extinguished in a second(Fig5). Moholy-Nagy treated shadow as an image and used
photogram as a representation of light-sensitive emulsions,
dation of light intensity from black to white (Fig6). The entire
Fig5 Christian Boltanski : Theatre of
Shadows, 1944

on the emulsion-covered surface.8
Similarly, Andy Warhol considered shadow as a ‘polymerization of the image’(Fig7). Through overlapping and duplicating
tions. Warhol questioned how we identify the original object
and whether it could be considered as the original or it was a
perception of another representation? 9
Shadow articulates the essence of education, questions the
relationship between human perception and the physical
world, and explains its physical form corresponding to light.
When shadow is perceived as an image, it can be dynamic or
static depending on the use of light sources and the object
being projected, it can be easily transported, it can use the
minimum amount of elements to generate remarkable visual
impact. It is complicated but interesting, it is temporary
but reproducible , it is multifaceted but meaningful, which
reinforces its potential for being an architectural tool that
explores the idea of ‘playfulness’ through learning.

15

Shadow in Early Childhood Development
Jean Piaget (1896-1980), a Swiss psychologist specialising in child development , discov-

are able to clarify that shadow occurs because of the opaqueness of object(s). Consequently, shadow is considered as a collaboration of both internal and external output,
in this case, internal represents ‘the shadow emanates from the object, it is a part of the
object’ and external represents ‘the shadow comes from the night, from a dark corner of
the bedroom etc.’ 10 During the second stage, between six and seven, children are able
to realise shadow as the output of one single object, but shadow, in this case, is seen
as a substance that is separate from the object and appears occasionally. During the
third stage, at the age of eight, children start to grasp the idea of shadow and are able

as an absence of light, neither a substance from the object nor a substance dispersed
from light.
Questions that are raised in this case:

about shadows among children?
If so, what character should be designed or assigned to shadow as a learning tool for
children?

16

Object play refers to children’s manipulation in using objects such as blocks, toys, puzzles, sand etc. in the process of playing. During early childhood development, the child
begins to use tools and starts to create relatively complicated construction from blocks

‘Functional play refers to manipulative play, motor exercise with or without objects, or the
use of objects in a stereotyped manner. Constructive play is organised, goal-oriented play
with objects.’ 11

tion.12

Object Play: Theories, and its Relationship with Learning
Object play in Ancient Greece:
Play has always been part of philosophical
discourse since ancient Greece.
‘The man who is to make a good builder must
play at building toy houses...’ 13
Philosophers such as Plato (427–347 B.C.)
he linked the importance of childhood play
with work and encourages one should build

11. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Thomas D. Yawkey, Play and Early Childhood Development 2nd Edition(New York: Addison-Wesley, 1999), pp79
12. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Francis Wardle, Play, Development, and Early Education (Boston: Pearson/A and B, 2005),
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Aristotle (384–322 B.C.), and Xenophanes (6th century B.C.) in order to understand
human expression and philosophical framework.14

John Amos Comenius, a Cezch philosopher,
pedagogue, and theologian claimed that
object play is perfectly suitable for children
since it subconsciously encourages children
fancy’, written in 1631, claimed that children
should be encouraged to build up things
using clay, blocks, wood chips and stones,
through which they would be able to cultivate the ability of constructing geometry,
carrying things from place to place, lifting
15

Conse-

quently, play tools related to construction
came out after Comenius’ theory.
John Locke, an English philosopher and
physician, suggested that letters can be
imprinted on dices in order to help children
with learning alphabets through playing.

18

‘Thus children may be cozened into a knowledge of the letters; be taught to read, without
perceiving it to be any thing but a sport, and
play themselves into that which others are
whipped for.’ 16
Locke indicated that learning through
imaginative fancy and creativity during the

Fig11 Alphabets imprinted on dices as a learning tool

process of playing can contribute powerfully
to children’s health and spirit.

Object Play and its Modern Theories

relationship between actions and objects;
between two to seven, which is the preoperational stage, children start to build up
capability of using symbols and objects,
and begin to be involved in constructive and
symbolic play; between seven and eleven,
they begin to play games with rules and
enter the concrete operational stage. Piaget
believed that ‘play was critical as a condition
for learning to occur’ 17 Playing with blocks is
their intellectual development, children are
able to learn from its principle that playing is
reversible, preservable and movable.

17. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Francis Wardle, Play, Development, and Early Education (Boston: Pearson/A and B,
2005), pp41
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Lev Semionovich Vygotsky, a soviet psychologist, proposed this idea of ‘play as a
self-help tool that promotes learning’18
categorised children’s development into two
levels: actual development, where children
are capable of developing by themselves;
potential development, where children
tend to lean on others to develop. If further
assistance received from others, children are
likely to perform unexpectedly at a higher
level. Through independent and imaginative
thinking during object play, children are able
to think beyond what the object actually
represents and carry out the ability of memorizing, controlling and interacting. Therefore, object play can also be considered as a
tool to uncover children’s potential.

These above theories suggest a strong relationship between learning and playing during
of help with the aim of encouraging them to learn has therefore become an essential
task for this thesis. Ideas such as contriving an intriguing environment that boosts their
interest, combing learning elements with the playing toy, providing further assistance at
the right time, designing elements that stimulate the action of moving, constructing and
sliding, and creating atmosphere that promotes imagining and abstract thinking should
be considerately addressed and explored within this thesis.
Considering the fact that movement of shadow and light is used as a subject of play in
order to achieve ‘playfulness’, the characteristics of shadow will be connect to these ideas
stated above.

18. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Francis Wardle, Play, Development, and Early Education (Boston: Pearson/A and B,
2005), pp41
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Object Play: Development of Children
‘The beginning of optics will be to look up at the light, a thing natural to children; for the
instant it becomes visible, they turn their eyes to it.’ 19
Infants naturally start to observe the world with their eyes because they are equipped
children are able to develop their skills on manipulating multiples objects with both
hands and eyes over time.20 Play with blocks is the major and common form in object
play and has been researched for years by many educators. Dr. Arnold Lucius Gesell
(1880-1961) indicated that children start to play with blocks at around two years old. At
9 months, children tend to grasp objects that are brightly coloured, they are likely to
wave it, throw it onto the table, and observe It. Between 12 to 18 months, children rarely
use blocks to construct, instead, they take one at a time and play with one single block,
they start to inspect before action.20 Between 18 to 24 months, the majority of children can construct blocks into a row or stack them together individually, they begin to
combine related objects together.21

There is an intimate link between children’s age, their developmental status and the
materiality of the blocks, type of blocks they are playing with, and how do children use
these blocks.
Between birth and two, known as the sensorimotor stage, infants are mainly engaged
with functional play, which refers to ‘motor exercise with or without objects’.20 During
this stage, infants gradually develop from ‘What is this object?’ to ‘What to do with
this object?’ and they start to repeat their actions on objects. Piaget (1962) categorised
pleasurable although there is no clear goal.

20. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Francis Wardle, Play, Development, and Early Education (Boston: Pearson/A and B, 2005),
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Between second and third year, they start to contemplate and develop optical skills
opportunity to express their emotions, interests, and serve as a platform for social
22

At the age of four, constructive play becomes the dominant form of play, which indicates children are encouraged to use play materials to construct and are able to assemble a rather complicated form. Between infancy to preschool years, the incremental familiarity on manipulating and exploring objects has helped children to develop further

This continuous ability to react and interact with objects accumulates and increases
through time, which reaches its peak at primary-grade. Entering ‘concrete operational
stage’ according to Piaget, higher levels of object play distinguished from preschoolers
among older age groups are elaborated through social collaboration, sophisticated
skills on block play, and interlocking, snapping, and pressing objects.23

23. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Francis Wardle, Play, Development, and Early Education (Boston: Pearson/A and B,
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Object Play: Advantages and Impacts on Children
Cognitive Domain
-Brain Development (Intelligence)
Brian Sutton Smith (1924-2005), a play theorist, has suggested that ‘as the brain begins
in a state of high potentiality, so does play.’ 24 Play at early stages remains the variability of
children’s brain and activity, and stimulates the potential of children’s brain and behaviour.
tions, and are prepared for upcoming sensations and new experiences, through which
they are able to explore with their body senses.25 During object play, the activation and
their related behaviours, for instance, problem-solving and creative thinking.25
Object play therefore becomes a tool for children to adapt the physical world, and prosatisfying feedback.
-Divergent Thinking (Creativity)

and creativity. Children are able to train themselves subconsciously with divergent thinking by transforming objects with role-playing. The expression of emotions and imagination during play can stimulate children’s associative thinking.26 Children will be acting as

them to foster their own aesthetics.
Colour is an important factor in developing aesthetic appreciation, children are likely to

design.27

25. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Francis Wardle, Play, Development, and Early Education (Boston: Pearson/A and B,
2005),pp129-30
son-Wesley, 1999), pp32

-
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Physical Domain
stantly developing through time, which provides them with the capability of muscle-controlling within the motor domain.
The consistent actions of stacking, moving, splitting, bending, grasping allow children to
and precision, which lead to further progress of motor skills.28 If restricted by the weather
condition when most of the outdoor games are not available, object play can therefore
become a supplemental activity for children.
Children could use object play as an opportunity to explore, understand the substance of
nature, logic behind each phenomenon, and to train themselves both physically and mentally. In other words, they are constantly developing themselves through the process of
playing, and it is all generated from their own intrinsic motivation and free choice, hence
29

Object Play: Design Philosophy of Play Equipment
Froebel’s Gifts

28. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Thomas D. Yawkey, Play and Early Childhood Development 2nd Edition(New York:
Addison-Wesley, 1999), pp85
29. Nancy R. King, “Play: The Kindergartners Perspective,” The Elementary School Journal 80, no. 2 (1979): , accessed April 05,
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Friedrich Wilhelm August Froebel (17821852), a German pedagogue, being known
as the predecessor of the ‘kindergarten’
concept and his philosophical beliefs of
Rousseau and their Romantic Philosophy,
Froebel proposed the idea of self-initiated
learning from nature’ and designed play materials and activities in response.30 Froebel
successfully ‘translated the beliefs of play into
educational practices’

Fig15 These play gifts includes single, multiple, part,
and unity, offering children various ways of constructing and developing creativity

gifts,31 these play gifts and related activities
are placed in the context of ‘nature’, where
children are able to experience the beauty of
their surroundings during play. (Fig15)

Caroline Pratt: Wooden Unit Blocks
In the early 20th century, Caroline Pratt
(1867-1954), an American educator, founded
a school in New York City that embodied
Froebel’s theory. The entire school encourages children to construct their own experience through object play. She designed a
set of unit table blocks that are based on a
proportional size of 3.6*7*14cm (Figure17).
These wooden blocks are sanded and bevelled to prevent injury.32

32. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Thomas D. Yawkey, Play and Early Childhood Development 2nd Edition(New York: Addison-Wesley, 1999), pp290
25

Apart from table blocks, another type of
traditional blocks is composed of large hollow wooden blocks and cardboard blocks,
prominent educator.
Based on the size of 14*28*28cm, these
large blocks need to be carried by two
hands and their large size encourages
children to construct 1:1 structures(architectures, spaceships etc.)33

Category of Large-Scale Play Equipment
These are samples of large-scale indoor
blocks for children.
This type of play blocks provides children
with various opportunities and encouragement to use their hands to lift up, stack
together and to construct.
Because the size is comparatively larger
than smaller table blocks, it can successfully prevent hazards such as swallowing and

and symbolic play

choking.

Fig20 A ‘Furnished Apartment’ at the Ethical Culture School

33. James E. Johnson, James F. Christie, and Thomas D. Yawkey, Play and Early Childhood Development 2nd Edition(New York:
Addison-Wesley, 1999)., pp290
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Safety Concerns
‘. . . Better to let kids be a hazard to nature than
let nature be a hazard to them. . . . Learning
what to fear, and what not to fear, is a large
part of growing up.’ 34
Children are often restricted and controlled
during play because of the safety awareness, which to some extent had led to
an over-regulated play strategy, whereas
children should be encouraged to meet
challenges in play. Therefore, in order to prebe provided to help them develop judgment
during play.
According to the ‘Age Determination Guidelines’,35 the following instruction depicts
some important safety points that need to
be aware of while designing:
Children at all ages, especially toddlers

Fig22 Floor games

between birth to three should be aware of
the size of play toy to avoid swallowing and
choking; circular objects should be avoided;
toys should be designed bigger then 4.45cm
in diameter; any sharp edges and points in
toys should be avoided. The ideal materials
of toys are wood, plastic, and tested rubber
materials.

1994),pp152
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Summary
This section provides people with a contextualised understanding of shadow as a philosophical and pictorial representation through Plato’s theories and examples of artwork,
through the revolution of play theories and category of play equipment.
ments, and interesting qualities from traditional play toys, should be considered while
bed for imposing ‘learning through play’ allows children to learn spontaneously based on
their own interests.

a series of experimental models, addressing issues related to safety in terms of materiality, size, convenience, and potential risks. Each experimental model is analysed through
diagrams, designing concepts, children’s interpretations and actions in order to achieve a
suitable playful environment for them, but simultaneously encourage them to challenge,
to play without over-restrictions.

28

2.0 Creating a ‘Playful’ Object Play Environment

29

A Revolutionary Pre-School in Athens
Chapter 1.0 suggests that education has always played an important role since ancient
Greece as it symbolises one’s social class, and Plato strongly emphasised the importance
of education through the ‘allegory of the cave’ and suggested an intimate relationship
between play and education.

ancient Greek education system successfully. Although it is designed around the principle of equality, the severe inequality resulted from the economic gap between rich and
poor has led to a ‘shadow education’ system in Greek society, which is a parallel system
lessons in the evenings and weekends in order to get better results in the exams, they
in Greece received nearly four times more private tuition than the poorest.36 Currently,
Greece has the highest percentage of private education in the EU, at around 74.9%.
The Finnish education system has always been considered as the best and most successful educational model, it encourages the idea of ‘learning through play’ with no standardised testing and no competition.37 Therefore, with the aim of renovating the Greek
education system, the new revolutionary pre-school in Athens serves children between
2 to 7, corporates the idea of ‘learning through play’ and abandons the traditional way of
a non-conventional way: through moving shadow and light. Especially focusing on the
realm of object play, the school encourages students to learn through their own interinformation and knowledge will be discovered by children through manipulation and
play.

develops a design strategy towards them. Experiments will be made to demonstrate a
clear development of manipulating and controlling shadow and will be fully analysed
so as to transform this idea into the architectural realm.

-

30

Object Play: Conceptual Facade
This section explains the design concept of the ‘Playful’ facade as a testing
base in order to create ‘playful’ moments for children within the realm of
object play

-

Readymades,1918

Shadow as Composition

de bicyclette,1913

artists and can be used as part of art composition. This thesis expands on how to use
shadow as part of the architectural composition and create a ‘playful’ environment in
order to help children learn through object play.
The following experimental sections are going to use ‘Shadow’ as the main observa-

31

Fig30 Caroline Pratt:

The hand is not to scale,
the following experiments is for testing the
Shadow Effect
blocks from the facade

play equipment

Principle of the ‘Playing’ facade

conceptual model encourages children to take blocks down from the facade
and therefore use children’s own interpretation to change the related shadow
output, creating moving shadows corresponding to the children’s activities.
This conceptual model will be used as a testing base for the following expersuitable ‘learning through play’ environment for children.

32
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Experiment 1: ‘Playful’ Shadow
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Series A: Multiple Light Sources
- STATIC OBJECT
- STATIC+DYNAMIC LIGHT

Yuchen Pan on 14,Aug,2018

Fig35 Christian Boltanski: Theatre of Shadows, 1944

Series A
Two types of light sources
are used in Series A for
testing different shadow
output and will be specify
on each page

Fig37 Spotlight
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Series A.1

CLOSE TO THE MODEL

FAR FROM THE MODEL
DIFFERENT ANGLE

Fig41 Position of lights

Study Series A uses multiple light sources to test the relationship between shadow and

In Series A.1, three stable light sources are used and lightened up one after another,
as shown in Figure38-40, the increasing number of light sources are projecting an
the existing shadow outline(with 1 Light source). The scale of the projecting shadow is
depending upon the distance between the light source and the object, the closer it gets,
the larger shadow output it shows.
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Series A.2

STATIC
STATIC

STATIC

1 Static + 1 Moving (Vertical)

1 Static + 1 Moving (Front to Back)
Right

Back

Front

Fig 43

Fig44

Fig45
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Series A.3.1

Series A.3.2

STATIC

STATIC

1 Static + 2 Moving (Vertical)
-Light Contrast

Fig47

-Strong Contrast

Fig48
39

Both Series A.2 and A.3 are testing the relationship between the motion of light
sources and related shadow. Three approaches of moving light are tested and recorded:
vertical, horizontal, and front to back. Depending upon the number of light sources and
moving direction, projecting shadow is correspondingly changing.
Series A.2 (Fig42-45) uses two light sources, one stable light close up to the model
which leads to an augmented shadow, and another moving light with a farther distance from the model leads to a comparatively smaller shadow. The photos illustrate
progressive documentation of how the shadows are changing over time. If projecting
onto the same surface, the ‘vertical’ moving light tends to stretch out the shadow, and
when it reaches the highest point, the shadow becomes more obscure; the ‘horizontal’
moving light does not change the upper boundary of the shadow , it is projecting the
ducing light, which create a subtle shadow and sometimes the minor change could not
be noticed.

generated by two moving light sources and whether they create a more playful envitwo moving spotlight sources instead of LED, which produce a strong contrasted and a

stantly changing light source, providing children with a dynamic spatial experience.
It is learnt from Series A that LED lights sometimes produce a minor impact on shadow
unless people are in a rather dark space, it is preferable for children to notice the changes and engage with them, therefore the spotlight is more ideal for further experimentations.
Layered and moving shadow generated by multiple and dynamic light sources can be
used as an interesting tool for children to interact and play with, and additional examinations are needed to develop this strategy further.
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Series A.4.1

Series A.4.2

DISAPPEARING LIGHT

DISAPPEARING LIGHT
1 Static + 1 Disappearing Light

2 Static + 1 Disappearing Light

-Strong Contrast

-Light Contrast

Fig50

Fig51
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Series B: Overlapping Objects
- STATIC OBJECT
- DYNAMIC LIGHT

Cooper

Series B
source is used in Series B

Spotlight
42

Series B.1
Solid Material

Fig55

Series B.2
Transparent Material

Solid+Transparent

Fig57
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In Series B, focus has been placed on testing an alternative way in order to achieve a
references by Moholy-Nagy and Andy Warhol, in this study shadow has been treated as
an object that can be duplicated and overlapped to create a strong contrasted image.
In order to obtain a similar quality, the ‘playing’ façades have been placed adjacently
with each other, and only one moving spotlight is used to control the shadow.
Two types of materials have been chosen to test whether it is possible to produce a
gradation of colour changing in shadow.
In Series B.1, ‘playful’ façades with solid materiality has been placed together, and the
shadow produced over time is a merged image without any hierarchy in colour ; whereas transparent materiality does produce an overlapping image and starts to generate

ality, Series B.2 is a summarising test of using a combination of both solid and transthe overlapping
patterns created by projecting transparent (solid) object onto a solid (transparent)
object have formed a strong contrast shadow that illustrates not only an interesting
image, but a clear depiction of a sense of movement from the spotlight.

44

Series C: Moving Façades
- DYNAMIC OBJECT
- STATIC LIGHT
38

--- László Moholy-Nagy

Series C
source is used in Series C

Spotlight

45

Dynamic Facade

ed back to Greek hydro-clock, where
mechanical movement is considered as
a representation of time. In 1922, Moholy-Nagy announced a manifesto on ‘the
Dynamic-Constructive System of Forces’, in
which he promoted the idea of intertwining
static construction material with dynamic
construction material to demonstrate both
time and movement within the space.39
The ‘Light Space Modulator’ is therefore a
mechanical device that displays both plays
of light and movement of the object, lights
have been mounted on the back within individual panels and are illuminated sequentially according to time, the device is made with
translucent, transparent and fretted materials, each framework of the device performs
play of the shadow.40
Series C (Fig60-61) is an investigation on
how to apply the primary philosophy from
Moholy-Nagy to create a dynamic ‘playful’
shadow for children. These ‘playful’ façades
can be rotated and moved around according
to children’s own interpretation, as demonstrated in Fig61, every single movement in
the shadow is precisely related children’s
façades). Through playing with mechanical
façades, children are able to connect their
activity with the shadow, to understand the
relationship between light and shadow, and
at the same time helps them to train their
brains and to improve their muscle-controlling skills on objects.

46

Series D: Layering Colours
- STATIC OBJECT
- DYNAMIC LIGHT

2014

Series D
source is used in Series D

Spotlight
47

Series D.1

As mentioned in the previous chapter, children are naturally attracted by bright and high
contrast colours, therefore Series D explores
coloured façades.
Learning from Series B which studies the impact
of overlaying façades, same philosophy has been
applied to Series D. Saturated orange and light
blue are chosen to create a strong contrast and

As shown in Fig 66, the overlaying colour of the
shadow generated by the transparent orange
and blue façades, together with the projected
shadow by solid façades, produces a complicated
ly through the movement of light. And at one
point, the compound shadow almost merges
with the original model, forming an interesting
‘image’ for children. Therefore, through moving
light by themselves, children are able to identify
materiality.
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Series D.2
1 Moving Light (Top)
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Series E: Dynamic Colours
- DYNAMIC OBJECT
- DYNAMIC LIGHT

View,1991

Series E
source is used in Series E

Spotlight
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Series E.1
Colour Projection

PROJECTING
SURFACE

Fig74 Changing shadow while taking out blocks

manipulating shadow colours based on children’s activity especially hand move-

Series E.1 (Fig74) uses the original function of the ‘playful’ facade.
Projecting light onto the transparent coloured surface produces a coloured
shadow, therefore when children start taking down constructive blocks from the
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Series E.2
Kinetic Coloured Façades

Rotating/Sliding Position

As shown in Fig77, when
projecting light to the
model, coloured façades
produce a much stronger
image compared to Series C
(transparent façades), each
movement can be recorded
Fig75 Diagram illustrates movement of each facade

and illustrated clearly from
the shadow based on the
colour.

Kinetic Coloured Façades
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Series E.3
Shadow Container: Process of Opening

from Cornelia Parker,
Fig79 Position of light and direction
of moving facade

The idea of using a container to capture
the quality of shadow, a children-scale toy
Cornelia Parker’s composition: Cold Dark
Matter, where the artist placed a single
light source within the model but achieved
maximum shadow impact.
Therefore this conceptual model has been
transformed into an enclosed container with one openable facade on top to
control the volume of shadow. Children
are able to carry this as a small scale constructive toy to play with and at the same
time using their imagination to explore

Fig78 Changing shadow during opening out the model

between colours, and the relationship
between shadow and light.

Summary

movements of the light and objects, colours, and materiality.

be addressed in the following section:
1. All the facade edges are quite sharp, which can be a potential safety issue for children.
2. The design of the facade can be replaced by any other constructive block patterns, although
design and needed to be improved.
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Experiment 2: Learning through ‘Playful’ Shadow
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Transformation of Form
Greek Alphabet

English Alphabet

Fig80 Process of distorting form
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Distorted Alphabets and Learning Toy

Greek Alphabet

English Alphabet

Fig81 Picking ‘Troy’ as a testing form

As mentioned in Chapter 1.0, John Locke suggested that letters can be imprinted on
dices in order to help children with learning alphabets through playing. Using Greek and
English letters to start with, these letters are distorted, transformed and twisted into de-

of information through shadow depending on the direction and movement of light.
In this experiment, the word ‘TROY’ is picked as an example, its Greek and English forms
are being distorted as shown in Fig81.
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‘Playful’ Alphabet Shadow Box

The idea of how to combine alphabets with
colours, lights, materials and layers and
how distorted form of alphabets can be read
the direction of light will be fully analysed
and demonstrated through diagrams and
photography.
Illustrated in Fig83, safety issue related to
sharp edges has been improved to avoid
potential injury.
Improved from Experiment 1, Experiment
2 explores ‘learning through play’ more
study, combing Greek and English alphabets
with the conceptual model in order to help
children learn through a more creative environment during object play.
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Series A
Moving Light + Colour

Fig84 Direction of moving light

Series A explores into how
information over time.
Fig85 illustrates a series of shadow resulted from the movement
of light. When children use a
single light source and move
around the transparent coloured
alphabets, the projected shadow
OPENABLE
COVER

displays an enlarger and moving
version of the information.
The openable cover in front of
each letter provides children with
the opportunity of learning either
single alphabet or the word at the
same time.
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Series B
Moving Light + Distorted Form

ent piece of information from the original object.
Series B (Fig90) is an experiment in breaking down forms and using shadow to test
at what point there is no clear image of the form or to specify whether the form can
the object by constantly moving the light.

no restriction, they are encouraged to engage with the model and shadow, to learn
from projected forms.
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Series B
Moving Light + Distorted Form

Fig89 Focus in model

Fig90 Changing form depending on the direction of light
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Series C
Moving Light+ Colour+ Distorted Form

Fig91 Focus in model
Fig92 Direction and postion of light

Fig93 Changing shadow with moving light on top

Series C (Fig 93) explores the shadow performance of distorted alphabets with colours on transpar-

can be read as not only an alphabet, but an imaginative image.
Apart from moving light as one methodology of changing shadow children could use, Series D
investigates into the change in shadow resulted from moving objects . As shown in Fig 96, each panel
pulling out is carrying out a moving alphabet attached to the panel, the projected shadow of the
alphabet immediately tells children how their interpretation is related to the moving alphabets
therefore promotes them to learn.
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Series D
Sliding Panels

Fig94 Focus in model
Fig95 Direction of moving panels
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Series E
Multiple and Moving Light Sources
Both Series E and F explore into how
overlapping forms by either using multiple moving light sources or multiple
moving objects generate a new piece of
information in the shadow.
Children are encouraged to use any
amount of light sources, or move as
much panels as they want, to explore
the beauty and imagination within
shadow, this entire process allows
Fig97 Changing shadow under moving light

them to cultivate their creativity, to
learn the alphabets and words, and to
generate their own thoughts towards
aesthetics. Children are not restricted
by ways of using this model as their
developing tool during object play, and
it is preferable for them to test, to use
their hands, and to train their brains.

Fig98 Changing shadow under multiple lights

Series F
Moving Panels

Fig99 Changing shadow under moving panels
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Series G
Final Integrated Result

Fig101 Change of Shadow during opening up the box

Summary

de-constructed and constructed, disassembled and assembled, carried and
moved around , it is a tool for children to explore shadow and learn through
dynamic shadow by themselves. Positions of lights are not restricted and this

Compared to Experiment 1, Experiment 2 can be used as a more delicate and
precise tool for children to learn Greek and English alphabets, which is a much

This conceptual experiment of shadow allows me to take it further to the
architectural realm in terms of the quality of shadow, various ways of encouraging ‘learning through play’ from constantly changing shadow, and positive
impacts on children.
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3.0 ‘Playful’ Shadow in Architecture
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Fig105 Arhitektura Jure Kotnik:Kindergarten Kekec
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To understand the shadow in practical life and to transform the previous experiments
3.0 summarises the successes and failures from Experiment 1 and 2, combines shadow
with practical issues and explorations, and addresses key architectural factors in terms
lighting conditions.

Environmental Concerns and the Use of Sunlight
The environmental issue is one of
the essential aspects to concern
while designing architecture. The
climate in Athens has been clasand dry summers that experience
12 hours of average daily sunshine,
and mild winters with moderate
rainfall.41 According to Fig 106, the
average temperature in summer
reaches 34°C in August, which
suggests the amount of heat
the building gets in summer is
noticeable.
The new revolutionary pre-school
project is located in central Athens, Greece, on the northeast slope of the Acropolis,
this four-storey height building is surrounded by mostly residential buildings that are
year, especially summer. Therefore it is crucial to concern about the size of apertures in
order to control the amount of sunlight coming inside.
Imaging the shadow in a bigger context, where children are much more free to explore
by using architectural elements to create their own choreography of shadow and light,

41. “Athens.” Wikipedia. April 14, 2019. Accessed April 10, 2019. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athens.
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it is essential to understand how shadow performs under sunlight .
Alternatively speaking, sunlight can also be used as a design tool that generates a
under natural light and in darkness:

will be used as part of the design strategy when the interior is experiencing a lower lulight sources will not be needed and sunlight will be used as the main tool for producing shadow.
The following series of studies explore how shadow performs under sunlight.
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DARK SCENARIO: ARTIFICIAL LIGHT
1

2

3

Fig107 Direction of light and Distance from light

Series A.1

Series A.2

Solid Object

Transparent Coloured Object

1

2

3 Shortest Distance

Fig109 Changing Shadow under

Fig108 Direction of light

Series A.3

1

2

3 Shortest Distance

Fig110 Changing Shadow under
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architectural space.

light sources in practical scale. Due to spot light’s narrow beam angle, it often produces
one strong strip of light and accentuates directly through the object, which creates one
piece of really strong and contrasted shadow(Fig 109); whereas sunlight produces spread
of light in a wider context, which creates overlapping shadows and light circles (Fig 115_

Depending on the material of the object, shadow quality will vary: Coloured transparent
as solid material with small apertures is producing a compound shadow of light circles (Fig

source (Fig 111).

Series B
BRIGHT SCENARIO: SUNLIGHT

Fig112 Direction of light

1

2

3

MIRROR WITH ALPHABETS
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Series B.1.1

Series B.1.2

Series B.1.3

Transparent Panel

Overlapping Alphabets

Solid Panel

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

Fig113 Changing Shadow under natural light

Fig114 Changing Shadow under natural light

Fig115 Changing Shadow under natural light
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‘Playful’ Shadow, Light and Time

Fig117 Building Form

The focus has been placed on one of the learning classrooms within the building. Students are encouraged to
learn Greek and English alphabets, understand the dif-

conventional way of teaching, time, motion of shadow
and conclusion form Chapter 2.0 and studies on how
2

in the Design. There are four designed interior moments
cumstances.
1

4
4
3

These four moments are designed in chronological order.
Based on the direction of sunlight and the size and shape
over time. Students can therefore experience varies qual-

themselves, engaging with each moment based on their
preferences and creating their own moving shadow.
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1

‘Playful’ Distortion
Natural Light: Bright

Fig119 Direction of sunlight

Fig120 Predicted shadow effect

Moving shadow of these distorted
alphabets provides students with

Fig118 Changing shadow under sunlight

be more imaginative.
With safety concerns, these fragile elements are
hanging from the ceiling at a higher distance for
students to reach.

2

‘Playful’ Colour
Natural Light: Bright

Fig123 Predicted shadow effect

This provides a direct image of
alphabets that only appears
during a small period of time
under sunlight, and students are
able to grasp basic information
and alphabetical components
through coloured alphabet.
Fig121 Changing shadow under sunlight

Fig122 Direction of sunlight
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3

1

and made with transparent and coloured
lightweight plastic with a mirror attached behind, this large scale mechanical panel allows
2

students to lift it up and manipulate with it.
Since the mirror can generate an enormous
amount of heat and luminosity simultaneously, students are advised to wear protective
sunglasses. Size of apertures have been taken
care of to avoid overheating space, and balustrade is designed to prevent hidden danger.

Fig124 Position of
two focuses

1

Natural Light: Bright

according to students’ hand movements onto
the ceiling, and it also generates overlapping
one’s creativity and interpretation.

Fig127 Predicted shadow effect

Fig125 Direction of sunlight
and motion of panel
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2

Natural Light: Bright

INTERIOR
ARTIFICIAL
LIGHT

Fig128 Direction of sunlight

Fig131 Children are encouraged to hold
light sources themselves

ROTATING PANELS

world

Fig132 Predicted shadow effect

This is a similar design from
the previous one, but generates
MIRROR

er scale. It helps students to
understand the concept of ‘scale’
through moving shadow.

surrounded context, students are
able to explore the outside world
at the same time and can start
to grasp Plato’s idea on treating
shadow as a perceptional image.
Fig130 Predicted shadow effect
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4

‘Playful’ Rotation
These rotatable panels
with alphabets attached to
them are made with either
solid or transparent coloured
materials, and they generate
a comprehensive output of
shadow over time.

area at 15:00PM and starts to
ow based on the materiality,
at 16:00PM, shadow begins
to overlap with each other,
Natural Light: Bright
of shadow, and students can
easily change and control
the shadow through rotating
these panels.

Fig135 Predicted shadow effect
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Conclusion
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The majority of Greek students are drowning in the dogmatic education system, with
happiness for textbooks and standardised tests to become an ‘impeccable’ person.
Competitions, rankings, comparisons have become the dominant judgemental tools to
only for the Greeks, but the entire education system, this thesis intended to address
it by imposing a new philosophy of ‘learning through play’, providing students with a
better and pleasant learning environment.
Plato concluded that ‘ The most important part of education is right training in the nursery.
The soul of the child in his play should be trained to that sort of excellence in which, when he
grows to manhood, he will have to be perfected.’ 42
By discussing aspects of Plato’s allegory of the cave and his attitude towards education,
this thesis indicated the importance of education, challenged the conventional way of
learning, suggested ‘shadow’ as a multifaceted teaching tool, and argued that education can be achieved through play. By exploring the essence of object play (one form
of children’s play that encourages children to move their hands and explore the world)
within children’s early development through play equipment and play theories especially by Piaget, the idea of ‘playfulness’ had been fully investigated through comparisons
between artists’ work and physical experiments on moving shadow and light.
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had been established, the important factor such as time had been embedded and had
ities and ways of controlling shadow in terms of its movement, number and types of
light sources, colours, scales and layers were demonstrated and analysed through experimental models to discover the most appropriate way of teaching students through

Although concerns about safety associated with the fragility of the model and examinations through environmental aspects have helped me to build up a fairly holistic
understanding about what should be aware of while designing at children’s scale, and
factors. More studies need to be done to address issues in practical life. Aspects such as
the controlling of lux levels and heat gain need to be analysed and studied in detail.
Despite the above concerns and limitations, this thesis has helped me to comprelight, understand and gain awareness of its scales and distances. It has discovered the
potential of using shadow as a teaching tool to address practical issues, it proposes
an architecture of ‘playfulness’ that engages with philosophy and the choreography
of shadow as an attempt to appeal to the public that education should be embraced
spontaneously by students, it claimed that architecture is not only spaces but opportunities for students to explore and learn unconstrainedly, and it argued for spaces that
evoke imaginations, creativities, and perceptions.
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